What Is AMAM?
The Association for Metal Additive Manufacturing (AMAM) is composed of companies that lead the direction of the metal additive manufacturing (AM) industry. It is one of six trade associations that comprise the Metal Powder Industries Federation (MPIF), the world’s leading trade organization serving the interests of the metal powder producing and consuming industries.

Why Join?
- Guide the future of the metal AM industry
- Interact with industry colleagues including competitors, suppliers, and more
- Create and maintain industry standards
- Market the industry to the public
- Develop activities such as publications and training

Who Can Join?
- Manufacturers of metal AM components
- Metal AM raw material suppliers
- Equipment manufacturers and service providers that support metal AM

How to Join
Visit amamweb.org for a membership application and additional details on AMAM or contact Dora Schember at dschember@mpif.org or by calling 609-452-7700 x 110.
ANNUAL CONFERENCES:
• AMPM: Additive Manufacturing with Powder Metallurgy (co-located with POWDERMET)
• POWDERMET: International Conference on Powder Metallurgy & Particulate Materials
• MIM: International Conference on Injection Molding of Metals, Ceramics and Carbides
• PM Management Summit (MPIF members only)

“Exhibiting at POWDERMET & AMPM is a great opportunity for our company to not only generate new business but a fantastic way to network with our customers. As a Hot Isostatic Pressing supplier, we service many different manufacturing processes and these conferences allow us to reach some of those in AM, MIM and PM.”
—Brandon Creason, President, Kittyhawk Products

MEMBER DISCOUNTS ON:
• Attending annual conferences and seminars
• Exhibiting at the annual POWDERMET, AMPM and MIM conferences
• Publications
• Advertising in the FocusPM Newsletter
• Advertising in the International Journal of Powder Metallurgy

A SAMPLING OF AMAM CHARTER MEMBERS:

ADDITIONAL MEMBER BENEFITS
• PM Industry Pulse: Corporate members annually submit information and receive comprehensive results on industry trends covering all segments and associations within MPIF.
• Monthly Economic Indicators & Industry Trends: A bi-monthly report that covers leading and lagging economic indicators, industry drivers, and U.S., Japanese, and European imports and exports.
• Who’s Who in PM Membership Directory: This print guide is produced annually by APMI International and is an indispensable reference to reach a targeted audience.
• Online Membership Directory: Members are listed in a searchable directory on the MPIF website.
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